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Complete Annotated Resource Guide to Black American Art [Oakley Holmes] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Focuses on survey and historical sources related to black visual artists in the U.S.

Jet is another magazine made available over the Internet by Google books. Whenever possible, links are
provided directly to the online source identified. So this is a great tool for undergraduates not knowing where
to start. It is also a good starting point for graduate students and faculty looking for materials outside their
established silos. Once you do a search; note how SearchPlus offers a large number of facets on the left side to
refine your search. SearchPlus is a starting tool. Advanced researchers will still want to explore more deeply in
specialized databases, particularly those that are not covered by SearchPlus. Features more than wide-ranging
periodicals by and about African Americans. An index to periodical articles published about African
Americans in popular and scholarly magazines from to References from the Journal of Negro History have
been excluded since that journal publishes its own index. Access is by author and subject. A fully
cross-searchable gateway to Black Studies including scholarly essays, recent periodicals, historical newspaper
articles, and much more. It combines several resources for research and teaching in Black Studies: Index to
Black Periodicals Collection title varies. An annual author, title, and subject index to articles and book reviews
by and about African Americans published in thirty-nine black journals from through Index to Selected
Periodicals received in the Hallie Q. Hall, , printing. Available at the Library of Michigan AI3. O4 Index to
Selected Periodicals, v. Compiled by the staffs of the Hallie Q. O4 Index to Black Periodicals, Print. Hall
Index to Black Periodicals, O4 Black Studies on disc [electronic resource], cd-rom. Digital and Multimedia
Center 4 West Z Full-text coverage of 40 core Black Studies periodicals to the present , along with indexing
and abstracting for over scholarly and popular journals, newspapers and newsletters from the United States,
Africa and the Caribbean to the present. Kaiser Index to Black Resources, A monumental publication in
providing bibliographic access to African-American resources. Provides approximately 50, bibliographic
records with abstracts covering topics such as discrimination, immigration studies, and other areas highly
relevant to African American Studies and Ethnic Studies in general. Use these to find articles and other
research on your topic. For a more extensive list of databases and electronic resources available in the MSU
Libraries, go to the Electronic Resources page. Provides coverage of 3, indexed and 1, full-text titles in a wide
variety of disciplines including: More than 1, journals are peer reviewed, and more than 20 years of backfile
coverage are included. Check out the browse subject section for all the entries starting with African American!
Years available vary with each title, but the most recent issues available in JSTOR will normally be years old
due to embargoes from publishers. Covers more than 3, journals. Years offered by each journal vary but
usually are only the most recent issues. Muse is a unique collaboration between the participating publishers
and the Milton S. Eisenhower Library at the Johns Hopkins University. Proquest Research Library indexing:
Provides online access to an extensive collection of published material. You can search for information in
thousands of different journals, periodicals, dissertations, newspapers, and magazines. Provides full text
coverage of over journals. However, full text coverage varies by date from journal to journal. Google has
created this database to speed location of reports and journal articles available on the Internet. Google is also
working hard on facilitating links to subscription resources offered by university libraries. However not all the
links work yet. So if you find an interesting article or resources via this database, be sure to check whether it is
available via the MSU Libraries electronic or print collections. Full-text database of selected newspapers,
magazines and journals of the alternative and independent press. Coverage complements the reporting in the
mainstream press. Also listed under Newspapers. Designed to provide the "other side of the story," ENW titles
offer additional viewpoints from those proffered by the mainstream press. Coverage varies by paper, but goes
as far back as for some publications. Provides access to the citations of articles and in some cases, the full text
of articles , book reviews, and dissertations in American and Canadian history. Access limited to 6
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simultaneous users. America History and Life is listed near the bottom of the page! Provides access to
Encyclopedia of World Dress and Fashion and other Berg titles where one can find some articles about
African-American dress and fashion and related topics. Provides indexing and abstracting for more than
publications, and includes selected full-text coverage for more than journals in communications, mass media,
and related fields. Topics include among many others health communication, gender and communication,
communication theory, and mass media. Contains hundreds of in-depth abstracts of current books, book
chapters, journal articles, government reports, and dissertations published worldwide. Also offers extensive
coverage of new books from scholarly and commercial publishers and valuable reports from public and private
agencies in many nations. For each document, a summary of the finding, methodology, and conclusions is
provided. Topics include crime trends, prevention projects, corrections, juvenile delinquency, police, courts,
offenders, victims and sentencing. Provides access to full-text news, business, and legal publications, using a
variety of flexible search options. One of the most heavily used databases in higher education. Indexes
selected books, government documents, and periodical articles on contemporary public issues and the making
of public policy. Provides full text for over publications, and cover-to-cover indexing and abstracts for more
than journals. The database also features more than full-text reference books and monographs, and over 27,
full text conference papers, including those of the International Political Science Association. Covers over
journals in over 30 languages from approximately 50 countries. Also includes psychology articles from related
disciplines such as sociology, linguistics, education, medicine, law, physiology, business, psychiatry, and
anthropology. Includes bibliographic records covering essential areas related to race relations, including ethnic
studies, discrimination, immigration studies, and other areas of key relevance to the discipline. The index
contains more than 46, records, which are carefully selected from the most important sources within the
discipline. Sociological Abstracts Proquest to date. Provides access to the latest research in sociology and
related disciplines in the social and behavioral sciences. Includes citations and abstracts since for articles in
over 1, journals. Draws information from an international selection of journals, serials, conference papers,
books, and dissertations. Indexes science, social sciences, and arts and humanities information from nearly 9,
of the most prestigious, high impact research journals in the world.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Bibliography - Visual Arts and Worship Annotated bibliography related to visual arts, theology and worship.
The following is an annotated bibliography related to visual arts, theology and worship. Publications Printing
the Word: Prints and accompanying scripture include: OT, life of Christ, teachings, miracles, and passion of
Christ. Reflective readings by Patricia Raybon, lyrics to the songs, and scripture texts are included. Other
published works include: Great Verses of the Bible in Expressive Calligraphy Brewer An exploration of
biblical stories within overarching themes of creation, fall, redemption, and consummation. The stories are
told through reflections, scripture, and contemporary art work seen in full color. Other published works
together include: These verses have the rhythm of drums and can therefore be enjoyed best when read out
loud. The Dutch artist Anneke Kaai explains the imagery and color symbolism she uses to express the psalm
on which each painting is based. At the same time, extracts from The Message by Eugene H. Peterson allow
the reader to encounter and meditate on a contemporary rendition of the scripture passages. Other published
works by Kaai include: Reflections on the images, by artists and writers, invite the reader to contemplate on
the many faces of Christ. Scripture passages are included. Works from Japan to India, Australia to China is
presented. Each example has information on the artist, a description of the artwork and a scripture reference.
The Art of Forgiveness: Out of print but worth searching for or checking out of the library. Black and white
drawings illustrate content that is practical and theologically significant. Caemmerer looks at church history,
church liturgy, and the church mission to encourage congregational participation in worship through the use of
the arts. Beginning with a brief history, the authors then turn to guidelines for placing art in churches, for
viewing art, and for understanding art for worship. Resource list, references with furthering reading list, and
index. Case studies are used to explore the dynamics between art, artist, and the church. A DVD is included to
show before and after pictures of space installations, vestments, etc. She draws on the riches of scripture,
history and contemporary liturgy to unfold the symbolic or sacramental dimensions of the baptismal font. Why
is this important? It is important because, after about a thousand yearsâ€¦ we have recently come to
reappropriate a much older mentality which saw the whole rite and its participants and its timing and the
spatial context of its unfolding as sacramental. Sure to inspire a sermon as well as a new interest in the visual
arts as biblical commentary. Behold the Beauty of the Lord: In this small pamphlet Schaeffer discusses the
place of art in the Christian life. Rainbows for the Fallen World: A must-read for anyone interested in
aesthetics. Covers topics such as the biblical charter, an obedient aesthetic life, the contribution of Christian
aesthetics to reading the Bible, theory, and modern art. Appendices look at iconography, the Reformation,
"glory to God in the kitchen," and Henry Moore. Bearing Fresh Olive Leaves: Walton An excellent resource to
begin studying connections between art and worshipâ€” looking to the past, listening to the church and
listening to artists plus thinking about the future with principles for partnership between the artist and the
church. Perfect for small group study on worship and congregational life Spaces for Spirit: Chinn talks of the
process of doing art, the practicalities of forming an art committee, but more importantly, she looks at why
using the visual arts would benefit the church and enhance worship. The use of case studies is helpful and the
wide variety of ideas can be tailored to any size church. Dyrness In Visual Faith, Dyrness shares insights into
the biblical, historical, theological and practical relationship between the arts and worship. This overview
would be particularly helpful for churches beginning a dialogue on worship and the arts. Excellent sections on
dealing with contemporary challenges, new opportunities for Christian involvement in the arts, and how
culture can be engaged. Includes bibliography for further study. Reformed Theology and Visual Culture: Art
and the Visual in Christian Worship Other published works include: White and Susan J. White In its second
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printing, this book has been a standard work in the area of church architecture. This is a must-read for those
thinking of building or reorganizing their worship space. The authors discuss six distinct spaces: Protestant
Worship and Church Architecture: Theological and Historical Considerations
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Afro-American Poetry and Drama, Uris Z N39 A25 A. White Library Publication Date: Gale, Really two
volumes in one: There are author, title and subject indexes at the end of this volume. A focused yet thorough
annotated bibliography of primary and secondary works related to the four groups noted in the title, including
background material such as brief narrative histories. Plus supplements and This bibliography lists American
editions of prose fiction written by Americans and published between and Chronological and title indexes are
included. This volume is followed by supplements covering the years and respectively. Bibliographical Guide
to the Study of the Literature of the U. Uris Z G61 A. A guide for students and teachers which will aid in the
techniques of research. Materials listed include American history, biography, art, religion, and philosophy.
Arrangement is topical with author and subject indexes. Thomas ed Call Number: Volume 1 covers the early
black writers of the eighteenth century, the slave narratives, the early modern writers, the Harlem Renaissance,
the Langston Hughes. Uris Z J77 A. Harvard A guide listing works presenting the intellectual, sociological,
and political backgrounds of American literary history. Includes an extensive reading list on American
literature. Libraries Unlimited, c A bibliographic guide to Latino literature, works both written in and
translated to English, with a focus on genres. Uris Z M19 A. A bibliography of books and articles on literary
criticism in the fields of fiction, drama and poetry. The time span for literature covered runs from the Epic of
Gilgamesh to the present. Entries are arranged alphabetically by the author being reviewed. A complete Title
Index is provided at the end of Volume 4. American Literature Publication Date: Bibliographies are
browseable by subject area and keyword searchable. Contains a "My OBO" function that allows users to
create personalized bibliographies of individual citations from different bibliographies.
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Chapter 4 : The complete annotated resource guide to black American art (Book, ) [calendrierdelascience.c
Get this from a library! The complete annotated resource guide to Black American art: books, doctoral dissertations,
exhibition catalogs, periodicals, films, slides, large prints, speakers, filmstrips, video tapes, Black museums, art galleries,
and much more.

Founded in , this organization is open to anyone with interest in sculpture. It features ISC news, portfolio
extensive list of sculptors with descriptive information and images , Sculpture Magazine with online selected
articles, resource information, and much more. It publishes The Studio Potter that features articles, reviews,
and a gallery of ceramic artists. It maintains affiliates in 39 states, including Tennessee. This site contains
excerpts from its most important publications and images of work by artists who work with VSA Arts. Ask
Art â€” The Artists Bluebook. This site provides information on 27, American artists useful for collectors,
gallery owners, scholars, and students of fine art. Includes such information as dates, biographies, methods,
subjects for which the artist is best known, literary sources, etc. This site provides information on over 70
painters and 19 art movements with links to detailed reference material, image galleries, and relevant books.
This site provides brief biography, critical essays, and bibliography. Web Gallery of Art. This is a searchable
database containing over 10, art reproductions with commentaries and biographies on many of the artists. This
site focuses on European painting and sculpture of the Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque periods. This site
offers information, images, links, and book recommendations relating to Rodin. In addition it lists all major
collections and biographical web sites. Site categories include life, museums, books, archives; it further
provides year by year biography with representative works from each year of his life. The Vincent van Gogh
Gallery. Site inventory includes 2, works of art and letters, as well as criticism, analysis, historical
commentary, chronology, and links to other sites. Provides an extensive listing of artists samples of their
artwork, some include biographical information. Covers such areas as business, exhibitions, and marketing.
Features a series of articles designed to teach artists the skills they need to manage their own careers.
Professional Practices in the Arts. It focuses on historically significant artists who emerged in the late sixties.
Artist â€” Info â€” Contemporary art data base. This site contains information on over 82, contemporary
artists and almost 9, galleries. It provides images of their art work and is international in scope. This site is a
network of people and projects investigating new media in the practice of art. It is international in scope and
includes extensive links under such categories as projects, resources, organizations, exhibit spaces, and
portfolios. It provides access to current artists and their projects. It also features books on contemporary artists
and artist web projects. This is an art column by Alice Lovelace and includes an introduction and features
interviews, articles, and original works. A national broadcast series on contemporary art, artists, and ideas. It
also provides biographical information on the artists in the series. It includes an online glossary and art
activities. Features Irish and international contemporary art on the web and promotes specific web projects. It
is a searchable catalog of internet resources that have been selected and cataloged by professional librarians
for the UK Higher Education Community. Provides links to many categories of art such as artists, architecture,
art communities, art education, art history, etc. Web site for art collectors. Lists gallery web sites for almost
every state in the U. Provides links to art history departments, research resources, image collections, fine art
schools, art museums, and much more. It links to sites useful to the scholar. Provides information about 11,
artists and where to find their work and provides a directory of museums from around the world. Provides
access to over art dealers, artists from A. Provides links to hundreds of artists, a lengthy list of galleries, many
art museums, and an extensive list of informative art sites. Provides a portal to member sites that might
otherwise not appear on search engines. This directory has sixty categories to over 39, references to artists,
museums, art styles, and more. Visual Arts Resources form Artslynx. Exhaustive coverage of all aspects of
visual arts. Art on the Internet. Provides links to art web sites with critical commentary for each site. Links to
museum web sites and is international in scope. Yahoo Directory â€” Arts. Directory to web sites in such areas
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in art as education , famous artists 1,, galleries 1, , genres , museums , personal pages 1, , resources and more.
A directory of authoritative art and culture web sites. A comprehensive directory of on-line museums and
museum related resources. It is international in scope and includes U. Provides directory information for art
agencies, art galleries, museums, art schools and much more. It provides links to some home pages. Links to
web sites in the following categories: Provides links to over 1, international museums and museum-related
web sites. Links to over art resources in such areas as art history, photography, printmaking, mixed media, etc.
Serves as guide to museum related information and links to museum web sites, virtual exhibits, educational
and entertaining games and activities, and extensive learning resources. Net-Art Links Search Engine.
Provides links to art and photography sites. Art categories include artists, crafts, criticism, directories,
education, galleries, etc. Provides links to the following: Top 20 Art History. Links to web sites in art history.
Categories are arranged by periods, culture, artist name, or museums. Virtual Library Museums Pages. An
international listing of museum websites arranged by country. Voice of the Shuttle. Internet Resources for Art
Historians. Links to web site in the following categories: Resources on the Web. Directory to web sites in a
wide variety of art history subjects, arranged by historical period and nationality.
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African American Visual Artists An Annotated Bibliography Of Educational Resource Materials Global Art Resources
Guide No1 printable document Leah Chase Listen I Say Like This.

Contact Us Menu StudentGuide. We provide articles on hundreds of student related topics to help them
improve their study habits, writing skills, organizational skills, and analytical skills. Great Civil War
Resources for K Students Learning about the American Civil War is not only critical for students in the United
States, it also has the potential to engage all kinds of learners in a variety of ways. Through essays and articles,
engaging web-based activities, and primary source documents such as photos, letters, diaries, and literature,
students of all ages that explore the websites we have compiled, will gain a balanced perspective of the Civil
War. They can walk in the shoes of a slave bound for freedom on the Underground Railroad, or make strategic
decisions as Union General Ulysses Grant. They will learn about popular music of the day, about life on the
home front through the love letters of its soldiers, the significance of paper money, or the role of women
during the Civil War. Teachers will also find lesson plans and resource to help guide the exploration of
students. The Internet is full of fascinating and accessible resources about the Civil Warâ€”this list is just the
tip of the iceberg! General Resources Civil War at the Smithsonian provides information and images of
Smithsonian artifacts related to different Civil War topics, from Abraham Lincoln to life and culture during
the war. Also includes a timeline and the story of what happened to the Smithsonian Institution during the war.
Civil War Overview is a multimedia overview of the war, with video and photographs, as well as links to
student and teacher resources. Also includes on-line activities for students, and links to lesson plans for
teachers. Also includes classroom activities and lessons for teachers. For Elementary School Students
American Civil War Kids Zone Exhibits is full of information, images and resource links on a variety of topics
from the causes of the war, to news reporting during the war to medicine and hospitals, to songs, to recipes. A
great resource which also includes links to other sites. Includes resources and lesson plans for educators.
Gettysburg National Military Park Kidzpage has engaging information about the Civil War, from the big
picture, to food, to flags, to slang, etc. Includes fun activities and quizzes, as well as information about the
battlefield and Civil War-era artifacts. Kids Guide to the Civil War is an easy-to-understand site created by
elementary students, and full of information and photographs about the war. See a slide show, learn about
major events and military campaigns, and test your knowledge with fun quizzes. Also includes book reviews
and links to other resources. The Civil War for 5th Graders has a ton of information geared towards middle
elementary students covering topics from the sides, the causes of war, battlefield life, to reconstruction.
Includes art and writing activities for 5th graders and links to other great Civil War resources. The Civil War
for Kids was created by elementary school students for elementary school students and includes a timeline,
general information about battles and leaders, and special topics such as children of the Civil War. Also
includes fun activities and links to more info. The Underground Railroad site has an innovative approach to
learning about slavery and the Underground Railroadâ€”by studying the African American quilting tradition.
Learn about the important information embedded in the quilts, as well as about aspects of slavery, one of the
causes of the civil war. For Middle School Students Civil War Medicine tracks the advances of medicine
during the Civil War, and highlights such as medical technology, amputations and transport. Civil War
Preservation Trust: Student Resources has great information and historical research tips for students. Includes
glossary and a timeline, and fun civil war activities such as crosswords and quizzes. Also, links to information
about historical civil wars sites and other resources. Social Studies for Kids: The American Civil War
Homepage is a clearing house of annotated resource links, including articles, primary documents, links to
discussion groups, and further web resources. The Valley of the Shadow: Two Communities in the American
Civil War highlights one northern and one southern, before, during and after the war, through extensive
primary source documents including letters, newspapers and census records. Includes an extensive
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bibliography. Includes photo galleries, speeches, and genealogy, and special information for students.
American Slave Narratives includes extensive firsthand accounts of slavery from over 10 former slaves.
Includes suggestions on reading the narratives, as well as links to related resources on the web. Black
Confederates in the Civil War is a website dedicated to a little known topic: Black soldiers in the Confederate
army. Includes noted examples of black confederate soldiers, problems with documentation, estimates of
numbers, first hand accounts, and treatment of these soldiers by Union troops, to name a few. Causes of the
Civil War Confederate View provides the southern perspective about the causes of the war, from a variety of
primary sources. Chinese Soldiers Fought in the U. Civil War is a fascinating article about a little considered
topic: Chinese soldiers in the American Civil War. Good starting point for a research topic. Civil War
Academy is full of general information about the Civil War, including information about music, uniforms,
women, food, prisons, etc. Includes Civil War-era images and a link to a Civil War blog. Civil War Resource
Guide is an online text book of sorts which includes links well as links to essential Civil War readings,
primary source documents and further web resources. From Slavery to Civil Rights is an interactive timeline
of the Civil War and beyond, including photographs, a brief overview of different Civil War topics, and links
to more information for each topic. Great American History Overview of the Civil War is an detailed,
interactive overview of the Civil War, from slavery to reconstruction. Click on a link to read an in depth article
on the subject. Some of these links are broken, but there is still a lot of great information! Includes primary
documents and genealogical information. Includes lesson plans using the letters, genealogical information
about Scott, and links to other Civil War information. Includes Black soldiers in the war, and letters, telegrams
and photographs illustrating factors that affected the Civil War. Includes images and links to additional
resources and products. Includes song lyrics and streaming audio, as well as links to background information
for context for the music. Teacher Resources has extensive lesson plans for all grade levels, on a variety of
topics from Civil War personalities, to Civil War slang, to the impact of Civil War photography to mapping
the Civil War battles. Life in the North and South is a curriculum unit developed by the National Endowment
for the Humanities and covers various themes such as plantation vs. Includes background information for
teachers, guiding questions, activities, and assessment suggestions, and links to other resources. Teaching the
Civil War Through Technology Blog compiles great information about how to teach Civil War through the
resources available on the Internet. Includes links to lesson plans, photo essays of modern battlefields, quick
statistics about the war. The Role of Women in the Civil War is a web-based lesson plan geared at High
School students Includes links to primary source documents and other resources for students to use in their
research. Wartime Correspondence is a language arts lesson plan that asks students to imagine what it was like
to be involved in the Civil War. Includes lesson extensions for teachers. Additional Museums and Archives
American Civil War Collections at the Electronic Text Center has compiled a number of collections of letters,
diary entries, contracts, and other texts related to the Civil War. Collections include searchable transcripts as
well as images of the primary source documents. Online Exhibition is on online exhibit about Civil War paper
currency and the significance of its imagery. Includes an overview of the Civil War as well as extensive
bibliography. Also Includes information about traveling around the US to Civil War memorial sites, current
and archived news articles, and a discussion board. Civil War Love Letters includes transcripts of love letters
written by Civil War soldiers and their sweethearts. Includes links to other Electronic Exhibitions of Civil
War-era letters. Also sorted according to location. Includes an overview of the collection and links to more
teacher resources. Gettysburg Address is on online exhibit about Lincoln and the Gettysburg address. Includes
detailed descriptions of the exhibit items, archival preservation information, and links to related exhibits and
multimedia highlights. Library of Congress Teacher Resources: American Civil War provides an overview of
the Civil War as well as teacher resources that provide links to primary sources such as maps and poems, and
classroom activities and lessons. Would you make choices that lead to freedom? Includes historical images,
music and links to additional resources.
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The compiler's intention was that it serve as a guide to American fiction, rather than as a complete bibliographical
description. Chronological and title indexes are included. This volume is followed by supplements covering the years
and respectively.

Johns Hopkins University Press, Johns Hopkins University Press; Madness, Malingering, and Malfeasance:
The Wounded of Gettysburg. Robertson, James I ed. Broadfoot Publishing Co, â€” reprint. Bleeding Blue and
Gray: Years of Change and Suffering: Modern Perspectives on Civil War Medicine. The Encyclopedia of
Civil War Medicine. Confederate Hospitals on the Move: Stout and the Army of Tennessee. University of
South Carolina Press, Women at the Front: Hospital Workers in Civil War America. Chapel Hill, North
Carolina: University of North Carolina Press, Disease in the Civil War: Natural Biological Warfare in â€”
Medical Histories of Confederate Generals. Kent State University Press, Medical Histories of Union
Generals. Primary sources[ edit ] Barnes, Joseph H. Government Printing Office, â€” Letters from a Civil War
Surgeon: The Letters of Dr. Polar Bear and Company, Holland, Mary Gardner, ed. Michigan State University
Press, The Fate of Liberty: Abraham Lincoln and Civil Liberties Lincoln and the Triumph of the Nation:
Constitutional Conflict in the American Civil War. Constitutional Problems under Lincoln Slavery and
emancipation[ edit ] Main article: Emancipation Proclamation Belz, Herman. Emancipation and Equal Rights:
A Slave No More: Two Men Who Escaped to Freedom: Including Their Own Narratives of Emancipation.
Chambers Jr, Henry L. The Gray and the Black: The Confederate Debate on Emancipation. Louisiana State
University Press, The Dred Scott Case: Oxford University Press, Abraham Lincoln and American Slavery.
Three Views Huston, James L. Calculating the Value of the Union: Slavery and the Commerce Power: Yale
University Press, Ordeal of the Union: On the Threshold of Freedom: Masters and Slaves in Civil War
Georgia. University of Georgia Press, Slavery and the American West: The Radical and the Republican: The
Legacy of John Brown. Ohio University Press, From Property To Person: Great Britain and the American
Civil War 2 vols. Britain and the American Civil War The United States and France: U of Pennsylvania Press,
Confederate Commerce, Diplomacy, and Intrigue. University of Delaware Press, The Cause of All Nations:
Lancashire and the American Civil War. University of Chicago Press, University of Tennessee Press, A
World on Fire:
Chapter 7 : Great Civil War Resources for K Students | Student Guide
Provides links to the following: museums from around the world, ethnic galleries, black artists, women artists, index to
artist links (living & dead), art games, lessons, art education, and art magazines & journals.

Chapter 8 : Bibliographies - American Literature: A Guide to Resources - LibGuides at Cornell University
The history sections of the Resource Guide organize resources by level (elementary and secondary). They also begin
with broad essential questions to guide use of resources in the eras.

Chapter 9 : Bibliography of the American Civil War - Wikipedia
WHAT IS AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY? An annotated bibliography is a list of citations to books, articles, and
documents. Each citation is followed by a brief (usually about words) descriptive and evaluative paragraph, the
annotation.
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